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ABSTRACT
With a waxing interest in sporting events, participants are increasingly supplementing
passive viewing with a more active role. Fantasy sports leagues have burgeoned as a result, with
corresponding increases in live game attendance and media consumption across platforms. Fantasy
bettors seek financial gain through the ability of athletes and the likelihood of their team
performing well in a sporting event. A major legislative concern within this industry is whether
these activities are considered gambling, with its related stigma, or otherwise just a type of sporting
activity. More importantly, gambling has a long history as a major source of tax revenue within
its lineage.
This paper examines these current public policy and taxation issues that will shape the
future landscape of fantasy sports. Various legislation has defined type and scope of betting that
have been gradually modified to permit a larger role for individual states to develop policies. A
majority of states have adopted tests that apply the degree of chance versus skill in a contest. As
of 2020, sports betting has been declared legal and is presently providing tax revenue in 23 states
plus Washington, D.C. Higher levels of chance are generally deemed an illegal activity, using the
10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution as a basis. Recent IRS opinions (July 2020) find that
daily fantasy sports operators are liable for two federal excise taxes and must identify themselves
by registering as a business accepting wagers.
Lower gaming taxes are associated with a proliferation of legal sports betting. For this
paper each of the following three properties must be present to be considered gambling:
consideration, prize, and chance. States have authority in defining gambling activities, with
Congress regulating commerce among states. Substantial opportunity exists in taxing online
betting as a source of revenue or placing excise taxes on gambling as a method to control consumer
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behavior. To the extent that federal and state governments continue debating legalized betting
activities and the related taxes generated, consumer protection must focus on continued legitimacy
of the environment and address addiction risk as a basis for further growth.
Keywords: Fantasy sports, gambling, sports betting, taxation.

Introduction
Sporting events have become an integral component of worldwide culture and impact
billions of people worldwide.

Recent viewership statistics of major team sporting events

illuminates its popularity, with the 2015 Super Bowl achieving the largest audience in television
history with approximately 115 million viewers (Pallotta, 2017) and the 2014 World Cup
generating $527 billion in revenue (Manfred, 2015). In addition to simply being spectators of a
respective sporting event, many viewers choose to take a more active role in the outcome of various
sporting events by participating in fantasy sport leagues. A study by Nesbit and King (2010)
indicated that fantasy sport participation was shown not only to increase live game attendance but
also sports media viewership. Research further shows that fantasy sports consumption enhances
the level of media consumption across various platforms, including Twitter, YouTube, and
Facebook (Chan-Olmstead & Kwak, 2020; Chan-Olmstead & Wolter, 2018).
The overriding goal of most fantasy bettors is to make player personnel decisions that will
result in the generation of financial gain. Participants attempt to gain a competitive advantage by
researching certain athletes’ ability and resulting likelihood of their team performing well in a
given sporting event. Many participants also invest additional funds into decision-making tools.
Collectively, these participants spend more than $250 million annually on additional websites,
computer software, fantasy sports periodicals, and related decision-making resources (Peterson,
2019).

Additionally, many scholarly articles have been published on an athlete’s fantasy
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performance (Becker & Sun, 2016; Boyd, 2014; Ware & Webb, 2008) and mathematical models
that optimize a fantasy team selection process (Bonomo, Duran, & Marenco, 2014; Belien,
Goosens, & Van Reeth, 2017; Newell & Easton, 2017).
Recent implications that all fantasy sports should be considered gambling has caused a
major disruption in the industry. As lawmakers, courts, and companies alike have struggled in this
realm of uncertainty, the question of what constitutes gambling has become a central focus. The
true definition of gambling is often masked in a myriad of laws which vary from state to state or
even by several feet. For example, a casino can be legally located in the middle of a river that
separates two states but relocating that facility to either of the two shores makes the casino an
illegal enterprise (Easton & Newell, 2019).
One of the primary reasons the fantasy sports industry has marketed their products and
services as non-gambling endeavors is to avoid the related stigma of gambling, which can not only
lead to a negative public perspective but these activities are also subject to taxation at the federal
and state levels in most situations. Casinos and related sportsbooks in Nevada and a few other
states have been responsible for remitting gambling-related taxes for decades. These taxes are
assessed not only for traditional casino games but also sports-related wagers. Recent changes in
federal statutes, including U.S. Supreme Court verdicts and Internal Revenue Source (IRS)
opinions, have put the tax-free status of all fantasy sports in peril. This paper examines these
current public policy and taxation issues that will shape the future landscape of fantasy sports.
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History of Fantasy Sports
While the exact lineage of fantasy sports is often disputed, the earliest example of sportsbased gaming occurred in the 1920s in connection with a board game named All-Star Baseball
created by the Ethan Allen Company (Edelman, 2011). The earliest fantasy football league is
widely regarded as the Greater Oakland Pigskin Prognosticators League, formed in the 1960s by
a group of gambling-oriented friends (Hruby, 2013). In 1961 Bill Gamson, a psychology
professor at the University of Michigan with a research interest in the statistical elements of
baseball, began offering a game called the “Baseball Seminar.” Entrants into this seminar paid a
$10 entry fee for the opportunity to select players who would be evaluated based on their
performance over an entire Major League Baseball (MLB) season (Edelman, 2011). One of
Gamson’s students (Daniel Okrent) is often cited as the inventor of fantasy baseball through his
creation of a similar format known as the Rotisserie League of Baseball (Lipsyte, 1996).
A monumental change occurred in the fantasy sports industry with the proliferation of
Internet access. By 2010, fantasy sports had expanded beyond small circles of friends meeting to
draft teams to an estimated 30 million Americans participating in some form of fantasy sports. A
complementary industry of supporting materials such as draft guides and specialized computer
software accompanied the rise of fantasy sports, yielding revenues of $800 million annually
(Hutchins & Rowe, 2012). However, the explosion of fantasy sports seemed to coincide with the
passage of the Uniform Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), a federal banking statute
that was attached as a rider to a port security bill in 2006. While the main purpose of the UIGEA
was to criminalize electronic fund transfers related to gambling activities such as online poker, it
achieved the dual purpose of creating an exemption for fantasy sports (Leonard, 2008).
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Types of Fantasy Sports
Two primary versions of fantasy sports currently exist: season-long and daily. Under the
parameters of a season-long fantasy league, participants draft individual players and compete over
the course of an entire season, with most seasons spanning several months. In 2007, companies
began offering a new form of fantasy sports that are played exclusively on-line called “daily
fantasy sports” (DFS). DFS possesses many key differences from traditional, season-long fantasy
games. For example, DFS events denote a single set of games, which typically last from a single
day to a time period of a weekend and the participants tend to be a much larger group of unrelated
participants. Rather than a draft, each DFS participant is given an equal amount of fictitious money
known as a “salary cap.” Participants may select the same players for their fantasy teams as other
participants as long as the selections do not exceed a participant’s salary cap. Furthermore, an
individual who selected a poorly performing team in a specific DFS contest will have an
opportunity to select an entirely different team for future events (Easton & Newell, 2019).
DFS contests are hosted on an operator’s website and are accessed by DFS participants via
computer or another related device such as a tablet or smartphone. To initially participate in a
contest on a DFS operator’s website, a participant must first register for an account. Many DFS
operators offer various types of DFS contests on their websites, including “guaranteed prize
pools,” in which participants pay a set entry fee to compete against large fields for a share of a
fixed prize pool. For contests involving guaranteed prize pools, a typical DFS operator will set the
prize pool such that it retains a commission ranging from 6 to 14%. When a participant enters a
contest, the amount of the entry fee is debited from the participant’s segregated account. The DFS
operator, upon debiting a participant’s segregated account, deposits the amount in its own account
and records the amount as cash revenue on its books. Upon the completion of a contest, the DFS
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operator deposits any contest winnings into the winning participants’ segregated accounts and
deducts those amounts from its own revenue for recordkeeping purposes (Van Natta, 2016).
Fantasy sports are extremely popular with approximately 60 million participants (Easton
& Newell, 2019). Two companies, DraftKings and FanDuel, dominate the industry by collectively
accounting for approximately 90% of total DFS transactions (Van Natta, 2016). According to
Heitner (2015) the DFS industry is expected to continue its remarkable growth rates and produce
$15 billion in revenue by the end of 2020. A chronology of important events in the daily fantasy
sports industry is listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Important Events (Daily Fantasy Sports)
Date
October 2006

Milestone (Event)
Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) was signed into
law, containing explicit language that legalized daily fantasy sports.
June 2007
Fantasy Sports Live launched, becoming the first DFS gaming site.
July 2009
FanDuel was founded, later becoming the largest DFS gaming site.
December 2010 FanDuel Fantasy Football Championship was held in Las Vegas, NV. First
live final game event in DFS history.
January 2012
DraftKings was founded, later becoming the second largest DFS gaming
site.
April 2013
MGT became the first publicly traded company to control a DFS site after it
acquired FanThrowDown.
March 2014
DraftKings become an official sponsor of Major League Baseball (MLB).
August 2014
DraftKings raised $41 million in funding in a Series C investment round.
September 2014 FanDuel raised $70 million in funding in a Series D investment round.
November 2014 DraftKings become an official partner of National Hockey League (NHL).
November 2014 FanDuel become an official partner of National Basketball Association
(NBA).
February 2015
DraftKings become an official partner of Ultimate Fighting Championship
(UFC).
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Impact of Federal Legislation on Fantasy Sports
Historically, several pieces of federal legislation had a notable impact on fantasy sports.
First, the Interstate Wire Act of 1961 (the Wire Act) prohibited people from making bets or wagers
over the telephone. Initially intended as a tool to combat organized crime and illegal gambling
activities such as bookmaking, the scope of the statute addressed the current technology of that
era. Although Internet and related online technology was nonexistent to the general public during
that time period, the Wire Act was subsequently found to apply to Internet communications as
well. In a 2011 opinion from the U.S. Department of Justice, it was concluded that the Wire Act
only applied to sports betting; this opinion would remain the primary guidance on its scope for
approximately seven years. In 2018, the Justice Department under the Trump administration
rescinded the previous guidance and issued a new interpretation of the Wire Act’s scope. The
current interpretation determined that the Wire Act applies to a “variety” of gambling activities
beyond sports wagering (Holden, 2020; Holden, McLeod & Edelman, 2020).
Several past court cases provide a relevant precedent in the case law to address the scope
of how fantasy sports might be treated in future cases governed by the Wire Act. United States v.
Cohen (2001) addressed an issue on a sports betting operation in Antigua that accepted wagers
both over the telephone and via the internet. The Court concluded that even internet wagers passed
through “wire facilities,” thus invoking the statute. In United States v. Lyons, the defendants
argued on an appeal that the Wire Act is inapplicable to the internet as that transmission medium
is not a “wire communication facility.” This defense was rejected by the First Circuit, noting that
the statute has been attached to conduct over the internet, and that the internet involves a
transmission “to and from customers” (United States v. Lyons, 2014).
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The second widespread piece of legislation pertaining to fantasy sports was the 1993
Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act (PASPA), which made wagering on sports
generally illegal throughout the country. Commonly known as the “Bradley Act” this law
exempted Nevada’s well-known sports wagering business, as well as the sports lotteries in
Delaware, Montana and Oregon, because each were in operation prior to the legislation’s passage
in 1993. However, a 2018 U.S. Supreme Court case (Murphy v. National Collegiate Athletic
Association) overturned PASPA, paving the way for individual states to introduce legislation
permitting sports betting (Lowe & Gilbert, 2020).
In theory, the Wire Act and PASPA could have prohibited fantasy sports, but fantasy games
have never been challenged under either law. The Wire Act may not be applicable, since it applies
only to “games of chance,” and to date fantasy sports have never been legally challenged and
classified as such. Although now a moot point with a Supreme Court reversal, PASPA may not
have been relevant either, because fantasy games generally have not been considered gambling.
Many professional sports leagues host fantasy games on their league websites and promote their
use on television and radio (Holden, 2020).
Finally, fantasy sports also could have been affected by the Uniform Internet Gambling
Enforcement Act (UIGEA), which made it illegal to gamble over the Internet. UIGEA, however,
includes a specific exemption for fantasy sports, known as a “carve out.” This “carve out” is
applicable provided a specific fantasy sports activity meets three requirements:
1. The value of prizes is not dependent on the number of players
2. The outcome is determined by fantasy-player skill and knowledge, and is based on
statistical results of real-world athletes
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3. Winning outcomes cannot be determined by a point-spread or based solely on one
individual player’s performance
However, one caveat is noteworthy: these protections were carved out to support seasonlong fantasy contests, which were built into UIGEA before DFS sites existed. Most likely,
lawmakers did not anticipate the creation of a product like DFS when certain fantasy games were
exempted from the regulatory statutes of UIGEA. Former U.S. Representative Jim Leach, one of
the co-sponsors of UIGEA in 2006, stated that “lawmakers had no idea daily fantasy sports would
morph into today’s cauldron of daily betting” (Holden, McLeod & Edelman, 2020).
State-Based Regulations
As confusion has reigned whether daily fantasy sport contests are legal under federal
statutes, individual states have taken various approaches to clarify the legality of these actions
within a respective state’s border. Using the 10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution addressing
individual states’ rights as a basis, each of these approaches have eventually led to state-based
legislation and statutes. Three tests have emerged that states apply to determine the legality of
daily sports contests: the “predominant purpose” test, the “material element” test, and the
“modicum chance” test (Edelman, 2016).
A majority of U.S. states have adopted some version of a “predominant purpose” test, in
which a state considers whether a contest involved more skill than chance. If a greater amount of
skill is present, the contest is deemed legal. A smaller number of states have implemented a form
of the “material element test,” which considers whether an important element of the contest
depends on an element of chance. If a material element does depend on chance, the contest would
be classified as illegal. Finally, a small percentage of states have adopted a “modicum of chance
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test.” If this test is applied and a contest contains any degree of chance, the respective contest is
deemed illegal (Jessop, 2018).
Applying the test adopted by their respective state, some state legislatures have enacted
statutes declaring the legal status of daily fantasy sports. As of the date of data collection for this
study, 22 states have passed some form of legislation that led to a state statute or law governing or
clarifying the operation of these activities within a state’s geographic boundaries. Table 2 contains
information regarding each state’s legislation and the year of adoption.
Table 2: State-Based Legislation (Fantasy Sports)
State
Alabama
Arkansas
Colorado
Delaware
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia

Legislation
Fantasy Contests Act
Fantasy Sports Games (Act 1075)
Fantasy Contests Act (Title 12, Article 125)
Delaware Interactive Fantasy Contest Act
Senate Enrolled Act 339-2016
ARC 4618C
Kansas Charitable Gaming Act
Regulation of Fantasy Contests (PL, Chapter 303)
Daily Fantasy Sports Regulation (Maryland Attorney
General’s Office)
Daily Fantasy Sports Contest Operators (940 CMR)
Mississippi Gaming Commission (Title 13)
Missouri Gaming Commission (Chapter 40)
Montana Code (Chapter 5, Part 8: Fantasy Sports)
Fantasy Sports Contests (Chapter 287-H)
Fantasy Sports Operators (New Jersey Administrative
Code: Title 13, Chapter 45A)
NY Gaming Commission: Interactive Fantasy Sports
Fantasy Contests (Chapter 3772-74-01)
Fantasy Contests (48 Pa.B. 2559)
Fantasy Sports Section (Division of Charitable
Contributions)
Fantasy Sports Contests (Title 9, Chapter 116)
Fantasy Contests Act (Title 59.1)
Lottery Sports Wagering Rule (Title 179, Series 9)
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Year Enacted
2019
2017
2019
2017
2016
2019
2015
2017
2017
2016
2018
2020
2019
2017
2019
2016
2019
2018
2018
2018
2016
2018

Gambling-Related Excise Taxes
In 1954, Congress began imposing a 10% federal excise tax on all sports-related wagers,
legal and illegal. Due to the relatively high percentage of this excise tax, it was extremely difficult
for even the most skilled sports handicappers to achieve a profit. At that time, licensed sports books
were limited only to the state of Nevada and these facilities were called “turf clubs.” These clubs
were limited in number, smaller in size, and not affiliated with larger gambling establishments
such as casinos. Individuals who worked in the industry during this time period often reported
widespread tax evasion to circumvent this high rate of taxation. For example, an $1,100 bet to win
$1,000 was often understated and recorded as merely $11 to win $10 (Jessop, 2018).
Historically, sports books have made their profit from the statistical advantage they have
over their patrons. The most common wager is a multiple of $11 to win $10. If the sports book
succeeds in having the same amount of money wagered on both sides of a sporting match, it is
guaranteed to make a profit. For example, if Bettor A bets $11 on their team and Bettor B bets $11
on the opposing team, the sports book has collected a revenue of $22. The sports book then pays
the winner only $21, which equates to the original $11 bet back and $10 in winnings. The sports
book retains the additional $1. The above scenario illuminates why the 10% tax would be
devastating if it could not be passed on to the patrons. Of the $22 bet in the example above, the
federal government would take $2.20 (much more than the sport book’s expected $1 profit). But
the 10% tax could not be passed on, because the patrons would no longer be betting $11 to win
$10, but rather $11 plus 10% ($1.10) for a total of $12.10 to win $10.
In 1974, Congress lowered the federal excise tax on sports wagers to 2%. Using the same
numbers for comparison purposes, a sports book with a handle of $10 million, a hold of 4.16%
producing a win of $416,000 now only had to pay the federal government $200,000. This is
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equivalent to a tax on gross gaming revenue of 48.07%. Nevada also has a sliding scale of state
gaming taxes, with the top tax rate quickly reaching 6.75% of gross gaming revenue. Therefore,
the lowering of the federal excise tax to 2% allowed sports books in Nevada to operate more
efficiently through paying a reduced rate. This was low enough to allow a few entrepreneurs to
think about expanding the small turf clubs into true sports betting parlors. In 1975 the Nevada
Legislature passed enabling legislation so that casinos could have sports books. But the tax rate
was so high that few casinos were willing to devote any of their valuable floor space to a form of
gambling that generated so little to the bottom line. In 1983, Congress lowered the federal excise
tax on legal sports wagers to 0.25% (with illegal sports bets still paying 2%). A sports book with
a handle of $10,000,000, a hold of 4.16% producing a win of $416,000 now only had to pay the
federal government $25,000 (0.25% times $10,000,000). This is equivalent to a tax on gross
gaming revenue of 6.01% ($25,000 divided by $416,000). Nevada’s top tax rate of 6.75% means
the sports books were now paying the equivalent of approximately 12.76% of gross gaming
revenue (6.01% federal plus 6.75% state taxes).
The direct result of having gaming privilege taxes marginally below 13% of gross gaming
revenue for legal sports books was an explosion of growth and capital expenditures for Nevada’s
sports betting industry. In 1973 there were only ten sports books with a total handle of $2.8 million.
Twenty years later there were approximately 100 sports books with a total handle in excess of $2
billion. By the year 2000 the total number of sports books had grown to 157, with a total handle
greater than $2.5 billion, generating more than $117 million in gross gaming revenue. Sports
books not only became large and numerous in Nevada but they were viewed as profit centers and
entertainment enticements for commercial casinos. By 1985 all of the small independent sports
books were closed, replaced by multi-million dollar casino sports books with dozens of giant video
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screens and all the other services desired by sports bettors, including easy access to other forms of
gambling (Eason & Newell, 2019).
Recent IRS Opinions
While the entire DFS industry has spent years marketing themselves as a skill-based
endeavor, that attempt could be in vain. In a recent internal memo released in July 2020, the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has determined that daily fantasy sports (DFS) operators are liable
for two federal excise taxes and must register as being “engaged in business of accepting wagers”
(Internal Revenue Service, 2020). While not carrying the weight of tax law and ultimately
enforcement, this memo clearly outlines the position of the IRS in future auditing procedures. The
IRS generally imposes an excise tax on every sports betting wager, as well as an annual
occupational tax on each sports betting operator. These taxes are nothing new for sportsbook
operators, as Nevada-based operators have been responsible for paying them for years.
Additionally, sportsbooks in states that have emerged since the 2018 Murphy decision are also
subject to the excise tax (Lowe & Gilbert, 2020). However, the IRS’s application of these taxes
to DFS was certainly a surprise to DFS operators, as DFS is considered in many jurisdictions
to be a game of skill and therefore not gambling, and by extension, arguably not “wagering.”
In September 2020, a subsequent IRS private letter ruling (PLR) further clarified the
issue on whether DFS constitutes gambling. In this ruling, a taxpayer-friendly position was
taken to allow tax deductions of DFS entry fees. In concluding that DFS is indeed gambling
the IRS relied on the “plain, obvious, and rational” definition of gambling as discussed in
Tschetschot v. Commissioner (T.C. Memo 2007-38). In that decision, for purposes of applying
Section 165(d), the Tax Court examined dictionary definitions of “wager”, including Random
House College Dictionary’s definition of “something risked or staked on an uncertain event; bet;
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the act of betting,” in ultimately holding a poker tournament is a wagering activity. Additionally,
the Court also considered the following definition of “wager” from Black’s Law
Dictionary: “Money or other consideration risked on an uncertain event; a bet or gamble; and a
promise to pay money or other consideration on the occurrence of an uncertain event” (United
States Tax Court, 2007).
The definition of gambling for this research paper is summarized by Rose and Owens
(2009). All gambling activities must have three common properties: consideration, prize, and
chance. Consideration occurs when an individual must decide to participate in an activity.
Furthermore, the participant must offer an item of value. If any of these properties is absent,
the activity is not considered gambling. For example, a no-purchase-necessary sweepstakes is
not gambling due to a lack of consideration. A charity casino night has an entr y fee and all
proceeds go to the charity but it lacks a prize and is not considered gambling. Finally, entering
a sporting event with an entry fee and a cash prize for first place is not gambling due to the
specific skills needed to win.
Section 4421 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) defines a wager, in part, as “any wager
with respect to a sports event or a contest placed with a person engaged in the business of
accepting such wagers” or “any wager placed in a wagering pool with respect to a sports event
or a contest, if such pool is conducted for profit.” The memorandum concludes that DFS entry
fees are “wagers” under that term’s plain meaning, and that the DFS entry fee is a wager of
money by a DFS user, with respect to sports events and contests, that is placed with a person
engaged in the business of accepting such wagers (for example the DFS operator). Further, the
memorandum states that the wagers are placed in a common fund with other users’ entry fees
(e.g. a wagering pool) and that such pools are conducted for profit by the DFS operators.
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While the memorandum acknowledges that the presence or absence of skill is relevant
to whether the entry fee is a taxable wager or not, it asserts that DFS was not equivalent to other
contests previously considered by the IRS that were based solely on skill, and noted that
Sections 4401 and 4421 of the IRC do not consider whether an activity involves skill, chance
or some combination of the two, and that whether DFS is a game of skill under a particular
state’s law is not relevant for evaluating whether DFS entry fees are a “wager” under Section
4421.
Accordingly, the memorandum concludes that as “wagers” under the IRC, DFS entry
fees are subject to the excise tax that ranges from 0.25% of the amount of the wager on any
wager authorized under the law of the state in which it is accepted, to 2% of the amount of any
wager in regard to a wager that is unauthorized. It should be noted that this excise tax applies
to total DFS entry fees as opposed to the DFS operator’s revenue from conducting DFS contests.
The memorandum also concludes that DFS operators are liable for annual occupational excise
taxes ranging from $50 to $500, with $50 applying to a DFS operator that only accepts state
authorized wagers, and $500 applying to a DFS operator accepting wagers in states where DFS
is not authorized. DFS operators must also register with the IRS pursuant to Section 4412 of
the IRC.
As noted, the excise tax percentage and occupational excise tax amount hinge on
whether the relevant wagers are authorized under the law of the state in which they are accepted.
Despite the memorandum acknowledging that the regulation of DFS varies across the country,
with some states defining DFS as a game of skill or otherwise not gambling, others holding that
DFS is illegal under state law and others taking no position at all on its legality, the
memorandum does not address which wagers are considered authorized under state law and
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which are not. The memorandum simply notes that if DFS is not authorized under state law and
a DFS operator accepts a wager in such a state, the higher rate and annual fee would apply
((Internal Revenue Service, 2020).
Conclusion
Traditionally, states have exercised their authority to define gambling activities through
their police powers. However, Congress has the power to address this matter through the
Commerce Clause, which allows Congress to “regulate commerce among several states.” Per the
Commerce Clause, Congress may regulate activities having a substantial relation to interstate
commerce. As a multiple-billion dollar industry in many states, daily fantasy sports can be viewed
as having a substantial effect on interstate commerce. In 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned
a federal law prohibiting sports betting (Murphy v. National Collegiate Athletic Association)
allowing states to decide on the issue for themselves. As of 2020, sports betting has been declared
legal and is presently providing tax revenue in 23 states plus Washington, D.C. However, it is
noteworthy that only some of these states allow DFS, and not all states that allow DFS permit
sports betting.
Taxing online fantasy sports and sports betting may assist individual states in recovering a
substantial portion of the sales tax revenue lost during the coronavirus pandemic. According to
Joyce Beebe, a fellow in public finance at Rice University's Baker Institute for Public Policy,
COVID-19 has saddled state governments with large revenue shortfalls, highlighted by a 21%
decrease in average sales tax revenue in May 2020 compared with a year earlier (Beebe, 2020).
Some states have been exploring creative ways to raise money, such as imposing excise taxes on
sports betting and daily fantasy sports (DFS). When excise taxes are levied on potentially harmful
goods and activities, such as cigarettes, gambling and alcoholic beverages, they are often called
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“sin taxes.'" However, what constitutes “sinful” products varies over time as a result of evolving
cultural, health, and social perspectives. Although “sin taxes” arguably focus on goods and
activities that aren't overly controversial, the public debate is continually intense because the tax
is imposed, in part, to modify consumers’ behaviors.
The distinction on how the DFS industry will be treated as a tax vehicle will ultimately lie
in whether fantasy sports are considered a game of chance (i.e. gambling) or a game of skill at the
federal level and individually under state law (Baldwin & Zidik, 2016). Even after the two recent
rulings by the IRS, there remains considerable debate on whether DFS constitutes gambling.
Many DFS industry groups maintain the distinction between DFS and sports betting by
emphasizing the skill element of DFS, which is an attempt to increase the chance of legalizing
DFS, although the ultimate goal is to legalize both in all states. COVID-19 has provided an
unexpected environment for DFS to flourish due to social distancing measures. Such policy
measures may continue to fuel the popularity of online sports betting while the pandemic will
motivate more states to accelerate its legalization. When debating how to properly tax and legalize
DFS activities, the real litmus test will be whether the federal government and individual states
can regulate the activities and provide a legitimate environment that protects consumers from
disreputable operations and limits the risk of addiction.
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